Cormant-CS Infrastructure Monitoring, Integrations,
Partners and Open API
Cormant knows that a Cormant-CS DCIM solution is unlikely to stand-alone. Cormant provides
multiple methods to support integration from a simple script or scheduled export, through pre-tested
plug-in integration modules to partnerships with third party vendors of equipment and software.
Cormant consultants and certified partners can assist with every aspect of extending a Cormant-CS
solution to be an integral part of the enterprise datacenter and IT tool set.

Infrastructure Monitoring

Integrations

Cormant-CS comes with a built-in scripting
engine that is fully integrated with CormantCS SNMP and XML libraries. Cormant
maintains a library of popular query scripts
that are ready to go out-of-the-box.
Customers can write additional scripts.

The Cormant-EDIS – External Data
Integration Services - is available as an
extension to the Cormant-CS DCIM solution
and provides a plug-in framework for
complex one or two way interfaces. A key
benefit of this frame-work is a lower cost of
interface delivery, increasing the ROI of
Cormant-CS DCIM

Current scripts exist for multiple brands of:
Smart PDUs, wireless sensors, rack security
monitoring systems, VM monitoring,
terminal server, BMS switches and servers.
The built in scripting engine provides great
flexibility when gathering external data or
developing a custom metric to measure the
data center efficiency, scripts also exist for
internal data aggregation, including power,
thermal, PUE, DCSE and other efficiency
metrics, all customizable.

The benefits of a plug-in framework are
faster deployment of new interfaces, a
common management platform for
monitoring and control and fewer systems to
manage.
A sample list of interfaces includes:
ITSM / CMDB




Partners
Cormant partners with select technology
vendors where we believe the partner
shares our vision of cost effective, state of
the art data center management. Partners
include:





TSO Logic
Server Technologies
Corning
Emerson Therm-O-Disc

ServiceNOW
Remedy
Salesforce.com

BMS



Niagara/JACE
IBMS

Financial System



SAP
Xero

Environmental

Open API
Cormant-CS comes with a fully documented,
two-way open web services API. Allowing
customers to build interfaces between inhouse systems and any Cormant-CS data.






Server Technologies SPM
Emerson Therm-O-Disc
RF Code
Raritan Power IQ
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Cormant-CS Data Center Infrastructure Management (DCIM)
Cormant Support and Services
Consultation
You’re ready for success with Cormant-CS or are ready for even more. We can help you set
new goals and structure a plan to accomplish those goals.

Implementation
Expand your use of Cormant-CS to other sites or new functionality. Cormant can help you
create a plan around your goals, train your team, and roll out the software and processes.
Cormant consultants can also help set-up or configure templates, attributes, reports, and
more.

Integration
With our advanced API, we’ve integrated with many of the leading solutions in the data
center. Ask us about our plug-and-play integrations to save you time and money, such as
with ServiceNow, Remedy, Niagara, RF Code, and more.

Site Audits
The true power of Cormant-CS stems from a foundation of accurate data. Cormant staff can
update your current data imports with a full site audit providing an accurate inventory of all
your layer 1 assets.

Training
We have training courses available to enhance your Cormant-CS knowledge. Courses include
implementation, configuration, API, Workflow Design, System Administration, and more. We
can get you on the right track to success to get the most out of Cormant-CS.
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Our annual support
agreement provides
access to all new
releases and our worldclass, in-house, 24-hour
support team.

Cormant offers barcode
labels to save time when
accessing equipment in
the field with your
mobile device. We offer
optional services to label
your entire
infrastructure for you.

Cormant-CS can
manage all the
equipment and
connectivity in
MDF/IDF/Telecom rooms
and small, remote
computer rooms in
addition to data centers.

Cormant-CS can
manage your equipment
in co-location sites, not
just the equipment in
owned data centers.
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